UUCR 8TH PRINCIPLE ANTI-RACISM SURVERY (MAY 2019) RESULTS: EFFECTIVE BOOKS, SHOWS, ETC…& TAKE-AWAY (QUESTION 3)
Source
Black Like Me in HS
Trevor Noah's "Born a Crime"
13th
The New Jim Crow
Never Caught, by Erica Armstrong Dunbar
Octavia Butler
Biased by Jennifer Eberhardt
Movie: Beale Street
Baptis, The Half Has Never Been Told
Green Book
"I Am Not Your Negro" [movie]
The Wave
Between the World and Me - Ta Nehisi
Coates
"Selma"
Autobiography of Frederick Douglas
Green Book
White Fragility, by Robin DiAngelo
Jerry Pinkney art show at Woodmere (April
2019)
White Rage, by Carol Anderson
Bks by James Baldwin
The New Jim Crow
Crash
13th
Sing Unburied Sing, by Jesamyn Ward
Toni Morrison
Netflix movie: 7 Seconds
Tony Morrison, The Bluest Eye
Black Klansman
Autobiography of Malcolm X
Why Buddhism Is True
Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together
in the Cafeteria? - Beverly Tatum
MLK's video speeches
Recent James Baldwin documentary [I am
Not Your Negro]
King Museum in Atlanta
Snow Falling on Cedars

Takeaway
pithy insight into race
about 13th Amendment to US Constitution - POWERFUL
the system is so rigged against people of color

It's good. The research has changed drastically. I'm not sure how far she's going to take this but it's definitely not as
confrontational as some of the original UUA anti-racism training materials.
history well documented about the relationship between slavery and successful industrial capitalism - by a historian

showed me the many ways I personally respond to race and am conditioned to respond to race
very powerful book about history of African Americans and justifications of white supremacists through history for
white rage against people of color
how bad the criminal justice system is (systemic racism)
Academy Award winner
documentary
Life is so rough for poor African Americans in a country where criminality is almost assumed and almost for-ordained.
Yet families continue to love and raise children who learn to love

Brittany Packner Ware Lecture
Daughter of the Dust (movie)
Warmth of Other Suns, by Isabel Wilkerson
"White Supremacy Culture" by Tema Okun
James Baldwin
Nikki Giovanni, narratives of 4 African
Americans who were part of the Great
Migrations North
The Help
White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible
Knapsack - Peggy McIntosh
Movies here at UUCR
WPA slave narratives (read online)
Selma & Montgomery Civil Rights Tour
Race: The Power of an Illusion (PBS
documentary)
Henry Louis Gates PBS special on
Reconstruction
The White Man's Club and Carlisle Indian
Industrial School, both by Jacqueline Fear
Segal
Mirrors of Privilege video with Peggy
McIntosh
Last Years of MLK's life
To Kill a Mockingbird
There Are No Children Here - Alex Kotlowitz
Monthly social justice post-vigil videos or
meetings
Southern Poverty Law Center
A play I saw about Manzara
"A Feminist Ethic of Risk", by Sharon Welch
Octavia Butler's Kindred
The U Give (a movie)
Moonlight
A Time to Kill
Lives on the Boundary - Mike Rose
articles on Black Lives Matter
Art installations I saw in Santa Rosa, CA
The Color Purple and other books by Alice
Walker

Challenge to be an accomplice rather than an ally. That social justice is based in relationship. The need to check if I have
actually listened to those who are marginalized to understand their expectations
awakening about experience of African Americans during the Great Migration north in the early 20th Century
features and antidotes to white supremacy culture

Showd how race is a social construct, however, I'm not sure it emphasizes enough that although it is a construct, it is
still real and impacts us all. This documentary really needs to be tied to "White Fragility" to ensure that the concept of
race being a social construct is not used to deny the reality of race and the experiences of POC
Jacqueline Fear Segal explains in her book the dehumanization and reverse cultural effects of the Indian School on
Uncle Dick, his mother and his uncle. The story of these three people is unfortunately a fascinating and very sad story.
Several Lipan Apache holy people came back to Pennsylvania to bless their graves and "take them home." We were
participants in this. This whole chapter in my life has had a profound impact on my thoughts and feelings about the
treatment of Native Americans and other people of color.
how racism harms white people (loss of relationships, wholeness, soul)

Framed how social justice is a continual struggle and how to avoid burnout. Tackled many of the issues that arise when
people of privilege engage in social justice action. Section on "Despair of the Middle Class" (p. 40 in my edition) was
very helpful for me.
helped me question my own racism

Considering Hate: Violence, Goodness, and
Justice in American Culture and Politics, by
Kay Whitlock and Michael Bronski.
12 Years a Slave
Plays by Athol Fugard
Price of a Child, by Lorene Cary
The Butler
"94 Seconds to Judgment" - play at the
Arden
Their Eyes Were Watching God and other
books by Zora Neale Hurston
Movies about Ruby Bridges
Audio book by Jennifer Haddish
Michelle Obama's memoir
A Million Faces: The Photographs of
Jonathan W. Mosley
Becoming White
A People's History of the USA, by Howard
Zinn
the music of Sweet Honey and the Rock

This book has given me different ways of thinking about how to manage my own rage against people I perceive as
"Haters." The book gives excellent information and background about racism, poverty, and other institutions which
support racism.

as a teacher it affected me to see how she was treated in school

excellent exhibit of photos of the African American experience in Philadelphia in the 20th century

Their presence in my life and influence through their music and performances has assisted me in questioning my own
racism

